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About This Game

Inner silence - cheerful 2D platformer puzzle game, made in retro style.
We play for the usual boy who got lost and we have to help him get home.

You will to travel through the mysterious world overcoming various dangers.
The entire game is based on the special mechanics, where you have to change your gravity, using special buttons.

Features:
Lots of interesting and challenging levels

Different types of traps
Many mysteries and secrets.
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Indie Games Studio
Publisher:
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Played it on PC, later in GEAR VR and now in Vive. You gotta love those silly people who manage to leave a message they get
sick in VR...................... *sigh* same people who get sick from 3D phone icons I guess.

Great game, although in Vive I'm having troubles not sitting in the chair. I'm far below it :\ or the chair is too high above me. I
can still play the game but I'm hoping to see some kind of fix. This game is a true gem that can hardly be compared to the other,
so often boring and inexpressive games of the same genre, as this one offers more that just point-and-click adventure, it offers
truly entertaining story and amazing attention to the details.
Bright, colorful and extremely creative designs are beyond any praise. The puzzles are fairly simple, but they fit the gameplay
perfectly. The overall impressions are highly positive with the undeniably pleasant aftertaste.. This game is as fun as it looks,
but, Nick, if you're reading this, please fix the AI. They seem to know I am already in the area in a level, and even if they are
walking away from me, as soon as i take a step, they start attacking! Please fix this, and also the enemies cause me to lag, and I
can barely attack them.. This is one of the easier "Cells" games; it's mostly just basic multiplication and addition. Total the game
probably took me 3 hours or so; ignore my playtime, I fell asleep with the game on one night and didn't remember to turn it off
until the next afternoon. I will say that some of the later puzzles (42, 49 especially) really got me though so there's good stuff
here, it's just near the end. I recommend it to people who like the other cells games and enjoy basic arithmetic.. Beautiful game,
great soundtrack and dialogue. Completely recommend, anyone who hasn't played this yet should treat themselves with this
incredible experience. 10/10. There should be more games like this, those really enjoyable steam games that make you go the
distance and you just wreck stuff xD Purchase this. Storywise, there is nothing above this one. The graphics are great. Sound is
amazing.
I dont't know why these muppets decided to ruin the experience by adding TWO layers of DRM to the game, steam and also the
cerberus network which is origin. I was also annoyed by the fact that i had to buy DLC even if i bought the digital deluxe
edition...the shadow broker DLC is no longer included and you have to buy it seperately.
Overall a great game with a lot of additional DLC that has to be bought for bioware points....jeez.
Still, the gaming experience is great and the possibility of importing a savegame from ME1 with gameplay effects from all your
previous decisions is marvelous.
Recommended for masochistic double DRM dunces who are not afraid to pay extra for DLCs.. This game is not nearly as bad
as everyone says. The handling takes some getting used to, the commentary is best when it's turned off and the game is best
played with a 360-pad along with the knowledge that the P-key brings up the in-game menu which you can use to exit or restart
races.

The game has several modes, including a career mode, championship and a challenge mode. The championship is a pre-
determined series of increasingly difficult races, the challenge mode tasks you with performing various timed trials such as
wheelies. The most interesting mode however is the career mode, which has you competing in a variety of race types while
working your way through several license classes.

You get to create your own racer for this mode and you earn new bikes by completing races. These new bikes allow you to enter
even more races and once you've completed all of them, you move into the next class - the goal being to eventually win The
Race Queen - the girl from the intro.
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The races can be as simple getting to first place within two laps, to a multi-stage endurance race where your performance carry
over between stages, meaning your bike or even your character can become beat up over time. You can enter the pit stop to
allow either your character or your bike to recover. You also gain nitro by racing well. Staying on the road gives you a slow but
steady build of nitro that you can use when you need a boost, driving outside the road will drain the meter quickly, and
performing stunts such as wheelies will make it rise dramatically.

The visuals for this game are quite old-fashioned but they did employ the RenderWare engine for the game and it does a good
job of maintaining a smooth frame-rate with no pop-ups to be seen anywhere. The stages are pretty varied too, with plenty of
locales like arenas, deserts, tropical, mountain- and country-side tracks - and in some of them you can literally see for miles into
the background.

If you like classic arcade racers (especially those made by Sega and Namco) and don't mind old-school graphics, taking chances
with low budget titles and dealing with an initially harsh learning curve - then this game might be for you.. Incredibly inventive.
Extremely funny dialogue. A serious, even grim story underneath. Wonderful graphics. Sometimes hard to solve, but you are
having too much fun to grumble.

When will we seen The Inner World 3?. ing great game!! Best Worms game ever ;)
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Bought it a few days ago for the standard price.
Now it's on sale.
10\/10. Significant improvement on the first game. The graphics are much better (although Mina's avatar looks extremely
creepy), the puzzles are much more varied and interesting than before. The voice acting is still among the worst I've ever heard.
All in all worth getting, if you're looking for a casual puzzle adventure.. Since i was like Disney Publisher , i loves Disney
Franchise games...
I dont much care the graphic
but story , extra , character , gameplay , co op gameplay will change everythings~

^thanksdisney. I can't quite put my finger on it, but this game really scratches an itch for me. It's an interesting blend of old
school X-Com, Minecraft, and a little bit of tower defense thrown in for good measure. I find it hard to put down as there is a
continual "in a few more seconds my next step in the grand plan will come to fruition". It's definitely still being polished but
there is a lot here to like already. I've easily gotten my money's worth already, and am still discovering things each time I play.

HOWEVER: This is a game that is pretty safe to say died in early access. While I greatly enjoyed the time I put into it (almost
70 hours, wow), I cannot recommend its purchase to anyone at this time - the game is _playable_ but is pure sandbox now. If a
classic xcom-esque sandbox is your thing, maybe this is worth a look, but caveat emptor.

So changing my recommendation from "yes" to "no" - worth the price to me personally, but probably not for most.. Got the
patch, spent the time unlocking all the endings. Had a blast, like the characters. 11/10 would wank and cry five minutes later
again.. Very fun and cool characters :3. I loved Puzzle Quest, Puzzle Kingdoms and Clash of Heroes, but Gyromancer is the first
game of this match-3/RPG hybrid genre that I just don't find fun at all. There's no equipment, no choices when levelling, you
only get one unit in a fight, you can only have 3 units in your "roster" at a time and have to take into a map and have to pay in-
game currency each time you want to replace one, the overland movement in a map is sloooow, as is the actual combat. Some
parts of a map don't open up until you defeat the boss - and then you're dumped straight to level selection so you have to start
the map over from the beginning if you want to explore it further. And the enemies in a fight don't even make moves the way
you do - instead they automatically gain action points (or whateve their called) and then place countdown tiles similar to the way
goons do it in Marvel Puzzle Quest.

And I had to use a third party utility to limit the framerate to 60, becuase the game insisted on putting my GPU at 96% load for
800-1500fps, and the ATI drivers were as useless at forcing vsync as they always are.

Really, the only reason you might want to play this game is the "rotation" mechanic for gem matching which I haven't seen in
any other Puzzle Quest style game. And I personally don't like it, but some might find it a refreshing change of pace.

The story seemed ok so far, but I honestly don't want to keep playing the game just to find out what happens.. This game is a bit
of a throw back to the early 2000's with it's own campy style. I highly enjoyed it. What this game did was accomplish more for
me so far (hour and 20 min's in) is a good building of scare and alot of emotion as you find out more about a certian someone. i
actually throughly enjoyed this and surprised at how good it was.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5u7Ayrrups&feature=youtu.be
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